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Chapte rr  4 

Evolutio nn of th e magnetic  fiel d in magnetar s 

Abst ract:: We use numerical MHD to look at the stability of a possible 
poloidall  field in neutron stars (Flowers &; Ruderman 11)77), and follow 
itss unstable evolution, which leads to the complete decay of the field. 
Wee then model a neutron star after the formation of a solid crust of high 
conductivity.. As the initial magnetic field we use the stable 'twisted torus' 
fieldd which was the result of our earlier work (Chapter 3), since this field 
iss likely to exist in the interior of the star at the time of crust formation. 
Wee follow the evolution of the field under the influence of diffusion, and 
findd that large stresses build up in the crust, which will presumably lead 
too cracking. We put this forward as a model for outbursts in soft gamma 
repeaters. . 

4.11 Introductio n 

Thee soft gamma repeaters (SGRs) are characterised by continuous emission of X rays 
off  luminosity 1035 - lO^ergs"1 (Rothschild et al. 1994 and Hurley et al. 1999a)) 
andd X-ray outbursts, each lasting less than a second, but in total accounting for a 
similarr luminosity to the continuous emission. These outbursts are extremely bright 
(10422 ergs- 1) and therefore super-Eddington (104£fc<id)> a nd in two of these objects 
(thee whole class contains only four known specimens) a much brighter outburst has 
beenn observed. In SGR 0526-66 an outburst on 5th March 1979 released X rays to 
thee tune of an estimated 4 x 1044 erg, and SGR 1900+14 released 1 x 1044 erg in 
itss 27th August 1998 outburst (Cline 1982 and Mazets et al. 1999). These giant 
outburstss consisted of a short intense burst of a fraction of a second, followed by an 
aftergloww lasting about five minutes. Regular variability in the X-ray flux from these 
objectss has been detected, which can most easily be interpreted as the rotational 
period,, P. The periods range from 5 to 8 seconds. If one measures the period over 
aa long period of time, one can measure the rate of change of period P and hence 
calculatee a characteristic age. P/P. For two SGRs, values of around 3000 years have 
beenn measured (Kouveliotou et al. 1998 and Woods ct al. 2000). 

Sixx further objects have been classified as anomalous X-ray pulsars (AXPs) - their 
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ChapterChapter 4 Evolution of the magnetic Held in nmgnetnrs 

observationall  characteristics are essentially those of SGRs without, outbursts. They 
emitt X rays at the same luminosity, rotate at the same speed (6 to 12 seconds) and 
havee the same characteristic ages. This similarity suggests that AXPs are nothing 
butt SGRs in some kind of dormant state (Thompson & Duncan 1996 and Mereghetti 
2000). . 

Thatt most of these objects have been associated with young supernova remnants 
leadss naturally to the hypothesis that they are neutron stars. The question of the 
naturee of the energy source for their X-ray emission has been answered in several 
ways,, although most authors now agree on a strong decaying magnetic field, the 
magnetarmagnetar model, first proposed by Duncan & Thompson (1992). According to this 
model,, the observed X-ray luminosity (in quiescence and in outburst) is powered by 
thee release of magnetic energy in a very strong (D > 10UG) field. In contrast, the 
accretionn and fossil-ring models have run into significant difficulties in recent years. 

Thee evidence for such a strong field is the rapid rotational spindown of these 
objectss {see, for example, Shapiro &: Teukolsky (1983) p.277 for an explanation of 
thee relevant physics). A magnetic held of the inferred strength will contain about 
10'177 erg - enough to account for the observed luminosity for around 104 years. This 
iss significantly more energy than these stars contain in the form of rotational kinetic 
energyy - a neutron star rotating with a period of 6 seconds will contain just 5 x 10'u 

erg.. The spindown luminosity (the rate of change of this rotational kinetic energy) 
off  SGRs is measured at lO^e rgs- 1 , between one and two orders of magnitude 
tooo small to account for the X-ray luminosity. These objects can therefore, unlike 
classicall  pulsars, not be powered by spindown alone. This is the main motivation for 
thee magnetic decay model for SGR/AXP emission. 

Inn this paper, we develop the magnetic decay model a littl e further by presenting 
stablee field configurations obtained from 3D numerical simulations, and by comput-
ingg the pattern of crustal stress that develops when such a field evolves by diffusion. 

4.1.11 Powering by magnetic field decay 

Inn the magnetic decay model the primary cause of the decay is energy release by-
somee form of rearrangement of the magnetic field configuration in the star. Most of 
thee magnetic energy is contained in the interior, and a smaller (but possibly com-
parable)) amount in the atmosphere. Rearrangements therefore release energy both 
inn the atmosphere and in the interior. To the extent that this is a slow continuous 
processs (;crecp'), it powers quiescent emission, both in thermal form (heating of the 
interior)) and non-thermal (the energy released in the atmosphere). Apparently, some 
rearrangementt takes place suddenly ('fracture'). The atmospheric energy release in 
suchh an event powers the observed outbursts while the internally dissipated energy 
leakss out more slowly, adding to the quiescent emission (Thompson &c Duncan 1996). 
AA straightforward extension of this interpretation is the possibility that the outburst 
episodess actually involve cracking of the neutron star crust and consequent release 
off  magnetic energy in the atmosphere (Thompson k, Duncan 1995). A slow steady 
changee in the interior field, with the surface field kept in place by the solid crust, 
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4.24.2 Stable and unstable field configurations 

wouldd slowly build up magnetic stress at the crust/core boundary, which is released 
inn crustal quakes. 

4.1.22 Origi n of the fiel d 

Thee magnetic fields of neutron stars were probably already present at birth (the 
possibilityy of a later origin by thermomagnetic effects seems less likely, cf. Blandford 
ett al. 1983). One possibility could be convection in the proto-neutron star, when 
unstablee density gradients are produced by neutrino cooling. Possible field strengths 
upp to 1015 G may be generated by a convective dynamo (e.g. Thompson &: Duncan 
1993).. Another possibility is that the magnetic field is formed by compression during 
coree collapse, from a held already existing in the progenitor star. 

Inn either case, the magnetic field formed is likely to be out of equilibrium and 
unstablee directly after the collapse, raising the question how much of the magnetic 
fieldd can survive in the subsequent evolution when the star is still fluid. Once a solid 
crustt has formed we may assume that at least the surface held is frozen, with further 
evolutionn taking place only on a much longer diffusive time-scale. It is thought 
thatt the crust will not begin to form until around 100 s after the collapse. If the 
heldd in the interior is of order 1015 gauss, the Alfvén crossing time will be of order 
*AA = \f'hïpR*fB PS 0.1 s. Thus any unstable field has had ample time to either 
evolve,, either into a stable configuration of lower energy (if this exists) or decay to 
nothing,, before it can be 'frozen in' by the crust. 

Thiss estimate is modified a littl e when we take into account that the star is likely to 
bee rapidly rotating, with a period P which may be shorter than the Alfvén crossing 
timee f A- hi this case, the magnetic instability time-scale is lengthened by a factor 
t>\/P.t>\/P. For a plausible rotation period of 10 ms, the instability time-scale is then 
increasedd to « 1 s, still short compared with the time til l crust formation. 

Ann important question is thus what happens to an initially unstable field config-
uration,, and if/how it can evolve into a stable form. 

4.22 Stabl e and unstabl e fiel d configuration s 

Wee are interested in finding a field configuration which could account for the be-
haviourr of these neutron stars. It is unclear what kind of field a neutron star may 
bee born with, or rather, what kind of held it will have when the crust has formed. 
InIn a differentially rotating star, purely toroidal held configurations (azimuthal fields) 
formm naturally from a weak initial field by winding up of field lines (Spruit 2002 
andd references therein). The proto-neutron star may well be a strongly differentially 
rotatingg object that would nicely wind up held lines. It is known, however, that pre-
dominantlyy toroidal fields are all unstable on an Alfvén crossing time (Tayler 1973. 
Achesonn 1978, Pitts & Tayler 1986. and Chapter 2). 

Att the other extreme, one can think of a purely poloidal field (field lines confined 
too meridional planes, BQ = 0). Such a field is again known to be unstable on an 
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Figuree 4.1: The Flowers-
Ftudermann field. 

Alfvénn crossing time (Wright, 1973 and Markey & Tayler 1973. 1974) if' it. has field 
liness that are closed inside the star. If the field lines close only outside the star, the 
stabil i tyy analysis is slightly different but the result, the same. A well-known simple 
examplee of this case is a configuration consisting of a uniform field inside the star, 
wit hh a matching dipole outside the star (Fig. 4.1). An argument by Flowers and 
Rudermann shows why this field is unstable in the absence of a crust. Since this 
examplee has played some role in the discussion of neutron star magnetic fields, we 
studyy it in some detail below, with a numerical simulation in Sect. 4.3. 

4.2.11 An unstable field configuration 

Flowerss and Ruderman (1977) consider a uniform field in the neutron star interior 
wit hh a potential field outside it. They find this to be unstable on a dynamic time-
scalee (Alfvén crossing time-scale). A simple way to understand this (see Fig. 4.2) is 
too imagine the uniform field as a collection of parallel bar magnets. Two bar magnets 
sidee by side, pointing in the same direction wil l repel each other, since the north pole 
off  one wil l be next to the north pole of the other. They wil l tend to rotate so that the 
northh pole of one is next to the south pole of the other, reducing the magnetic energy 
outsidee but not inside the magnets. In a fluid star, without stabilising solid-state 
forces,, the equivalent process would be to cut the star in half along a plane along 
thee field lines, and rotate one of the halves by 180°. This reduces the energy in the 
potentiall  field outside the star in the same way as in the case of the bar magnets, 
whilstt all energy forms inside the star (magnetic, thermal and gravitational) remain 
unchanged,, also as in the case of the bar magnets. 

Flowerss and Ruderman then consider ways in which a field may be stabilised. 
Firstly,, the solid crust of the neutron star, if it forms quickly enough, could prevent 
thee decay of a field. Secondly, the addit ion of a toroidal component could stabilise 
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4.24.2 Stable and unstable field configurations 

Figuree 4.2: Two bar magnets are free to rotate about a common axis. If pointing in the 
samee direction, they are unstable and will rotate until point ing in opposite directions. 

thee held, because its energy would necessarily increase during the motion depicted in 
Fig.. 4.2. To understand this, imagine wrapping an elastic band around the two bar 
magnets.. Rotat ing the magnets now wil l stretch the elastic band, requiring energy. 
Fieldd lines behave in a similar way, because to stretch them also requires energy. 

4.2.22 Stable field configurations and the role of helicity 

I tt was predicted by Prendergast (1956) that a stable field inside a star may consist of 
aa polar dipole component stabilised by a toroidal component of comparable strength. 
Thiss principle is applied with success in the design of fusion reactors. Recently it 
hass become possible to follow the evolution of an arbitrary field with numerical 
magnetohydrodynamics.. This was done in Chapter 3, where the related problem of 
thee origin and evolution of the fields of magnetic A stars was studied. The main 
resultt from this work is the emergence of a stable field configuration, independent of 
thee initial field configuration. 

Thee stable field is approximately axisymmetric. and does indeed have both poloidal 
andd toroidal components of comparable strength. The form of the resulting field 
iss always similar: a torus-shaped configuration embedded inside the star, with an 
approximatelyy dipolar field connected to it outside the star. Most of the field lines, 
projectedd onto a meridional plane, are closed inside the star, but with some extending 
outsidee it (see Fig. 4.3). Since the atmospheric field is potential, it cannot be 
twistedd and does not support internal torques. For an axisymmetric configuration, 
thiss means that the azimuthal field component vanishes everywhere along a field line 
thatt extends outside the star. The azimuthal field component is thus confined to a 
toruss defined by the lines that are closed inside the star. The field lines extending 
outsidee the star define an approximate dipole. possibly somewhat offset from the 
centre.. This is in fact just what is observed in the magnetic A stars. This apparent 
dipolee is not representative of the configuration as a whole: in the interior, it looks 
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Figuree 4.3: The stable linked 
poloidal-toroidall  torus field. 
Poloidall  Held lines are drawn; 
thee shaded areas represent the 
azimuthall  field component.. 

veryy different. This solves one of the theoretical puzzles of' the fields observed in A 
stars:: they would be violently unstable if the nearly dipolar fields seen at the surface 
iff  were representative also of the interior. 

Thee strength of the field found in the simulations depends on initial conditions 
and,, as should be expected, the orientation of the final configuration is random (at 
leastt in the absence of rotat ion). 

Thee conclusion from these results is that an arbi t rary unstable initial field does 
nott in general decay completely, but gets stuck in a stable equilibrium at some 
ampl i tude.. That this should be so becomes understandable (Moffat 1990) in terms 
off  the approximate conservation of magnetic helicity. If A is a vector potential of 
thee field B , the quanti ty 

HH = / A  BdV'. (4.1] ] 

wheree the integral is taken over the volume inside a magnetic surface, is called 
thee magnetic helicity (Woltjer 1958). [Issues relating to the gauge used for A arc 
involved,, but of no consequence in the present context.] The helicity is conserved 
underr arbitrary displacements, as long as magnetic diffusion and reconnection may 
bee neglected. 

Iff  an initial field configuration has a finite helicity. it can not decay further than 
thee lowest energy state with the same helicity (again as long as reconnection may 
bee ignored). In practice, reconnection cannot be ignored since diffusion wil l be 
importantt on small length scales, and rapid reconnection can happen through regions 
wit hh dynamically-generated small length scales. Nevertheless, it is found that in 
practicee helicity conservation is often a good approximation on a large scale, even 
whenn reconnection takes place on smaller scales inside the configuration. 
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1.31.3 Instability of n dipolar field 

AA good example is the field configuration in the solar corona, where magnetic 
helicityy is observed to accumulate in large scale structures like polar crown promi-
nencess and the pre-eruption configurations of twro-ribbon flares (Zhang &: Low 2003 
andd references therein). 

Inn this interpretation, the orientation and strength of the final configuration of an 
unstablee magnetic field in a fluid star is determined by the helicity that happens to 
bee present in the initial configuration. 

Thee stable field produced in this way then evolves on a longer time-scale, under 
thee influence of diffusion, as a sequence of quasi-static, stable equilibria. In the 
simulations,, this is observed as a slow outward expansion of the configuration. In 
thee process, the field lines that are closed inside the star lose their azimuthal field 
componentt as soon as they cross the surface of the star. As the azimuthal field de-
creasess in this way, and the poloidal component starts dominating, the configuration 
eventuallyy becomes dynamically unstable and decays to a low value (see Chapter 3 
forr further discussion). 

4.33 Instabilit y of a dipola r fiel d 

Ass described in Sect. 4.2.1, a dipolar field in a ball of conducting fluid is expected 
too be dynamically unstable, but the argument given does not say anything about 
howw the magnetic field will evolve in the non-linear regime. We use a 3D numerical 
simulationn to see how the field evolves under this instability, and what it evolves into. 
Thee code used is that of Nordlund (see Nordlund &:  Galsgaard 1995 for a detailed 
description).. The setup employed for the present problem is described in detail in 
Chapterr 3. In short, we model a self-gravitating ball of perfectly conducting (up 
too numerical diffusion) plasma (a polytrope of index n — 3) embedded in a poorly 
conductingg atmosphere. The field in the atmosphere stays near a potential (current-
free)) field, which adjusts quickly to the changing magnetic field distribution at the 
surfacee of the star. We start with a field of uniform strength and direction within 
thee star, and a potential field in the atmosphere. This field is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. 
AA spatial resolution of 14 1 cubed is used here. 

Inn principle, we could have modelled a neutron star more accurately by using a 
moree realistic equation of state. However, this would have involved a fair amount of 
workk and it was felt that the result could not be affected significantly by using the 
equationn of state of an ideal gas. 

Sincee the evolution of the field advances on an Alfvén timescale. the evolution 
slowss down an the field decays. This is impractical for numerical reasons, since 
thee minimal time step is governed by the sound speed, which stays the same. The 
entiree evolution of an unstable magnetic configuration, however, takes place on an 
Alfvénn time scale. Field configurations which are the same except for an amplitude 
factorr a will therefore evolve in the same way. with only the speed of evolution 
differingg by a factor a. Except at very high field strength, when the Alfvén speed 
becomess comparable to the sound speed, and on small length scales, where diffusion 
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becomess important, the amplitude of the field thus comes in only through the time-
scalee on which the field evolves. We make use of this by rescaling the field strength 
periodicallyy by an overall factor, so as to keep the total field energy approximately 
constant.. By keeping track of the rescaling factors applied, the correct field strengths 
andd time axis can be reconstructed. 

Since,, for numerical reasons, the magnetic energy density in the calculations is 
onlyy a factor 30 or so smaller than the thermal energy density, and diffusion does 
havee an effect on small scales, some error is introduced by this rescaling process. 
Testt results given in Chapter 3 show that the process is accurate enough for the 
presentt purpose, in which the final state reached by the field configuration is of more 
interestt than the exact dynamical evolution to this state. 

4.3.11 Resul t 

Ass expected, the held is unstable and decays over a timeseale of a few Alfvcn crossing 
times.. One of the best ways to visualise the results is to look at the radial component 
off  the field on the surface of the star. This is plotted in Fig. 4.4. projected in a simple 
mannerr onto two dimensions by mapping longitude to the x coordinate and latitude 
too the y coordinate. It can also be looked at with the aid of IRIS Explorer (Fig. 
4.5). . 

Thee initial held was of such a strength that the Alfvcn crossing time (given by 
^/4TTpR*/B.. where p and R* are the density and radius of the star) is roughly the 
samee as the temporal separation of the last three frames in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5. This 
confirmss that the field decays on an Alfvén time-scale. 

Iff  the code is kept running, it is found that the held continues to decay in the same 
wayy indefinitely, never finding any stable state. This can be understood in terms of 
thee magnetic helicity introduced in Sect. 1.2.2. The initial state used in this example 
hass zero magnetic helicity. hence helicity conservation does not impose a lower limit 
onn the final-state field. In principle, it is of course possible that stable field config-
urationss exist with zero total helicity. An example could consist of two concentric 
torii  with fields twisted in opposite directions. Apparently, such configurations are 
nott easily reached in the present case. 

4.44 Evolutio n of a stabl e twiste d toru s fiel d in a 
neutro nn star wit h a soli d crus t 

InIn earlier study of stellar magnetic fields (Chapter 3) we found stable magnetic fields 
thatt can exist in the interior of a star. This field is a nearly axisymmetric, twisted 
toruss shape. We found that such a field in an A star will slowly diffuse outwards 
untill  becoming unstable at some point. It is not known what kind of field may exist 
inn a neutron star after it is formed, but it seems possible that before the crust of 
thee star forms, the field evolves into just such a twisted torus form. After the solid 
crustt has formed, the magnetic field in the fluid interior will continue to evolve under 
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4.44.4 Evolution of a stable twisted torus Held in a neutron star with a solid crust 

Figuree 4.4: Evolution of the 
magnet icc field at the stellar sur-
face.. The initial s tate is a uni-
formm magnet ic held in the in-
teriorr and a potent ial field in 
thee a tmosphere (ef. Fig. 4.1). 
Thee frames are taken at t imes: 
tt 0. 4.4. 5.0. 5.7. the t ime unit 
usedd being the Alfvén crossing 
t ime.. The radial component 
13,13, is represented by light (pos-
itive)) and dark (negative) shad-
ing.. Also plotted, in black, is 
tt he line where B, = 0. 
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ChapterChapter 4 Evolution of the magnetic field in magnetars 

Figuree 4.5: Projections created with [RIS Explorer, showing the field lines in the stellar 
atmosphere.. Also shown is the sign of Br on the surface areas where Br is positive are 
shadedd light and areas where Br is negative are shaded dark. The four shots are taken at 
thee same times as those in Fig. 4.4, in order top-left, top-right, bottom-left, bottom-right. 
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4.44.4 Evolution of a stable twisted torus field in a neutron star with a solid crust 

thee influence of diffusion, and stress will build up in the crust owing to the Lorentz 
forces,, possibly leading eventually to cracks, rather like the processes in the Earth's 
crust.. This buildup of stress can be modelled with our numerical simulations. 

Thee mechanical properties of the crust are not well understood and no attempt is 
madee here to model its behaviour. We simply look at the Lorentz forces acting on 
itt before it cracks, not at the cracking process itself. 

Thee setup of the MHD code is described in Sect. 4.3 and in detail in Chapter 3. 
Forr this calculation we use the twisted torus as the initial field, precisely that field 
whichh is produced by the evolution with the same code of a random initial field. 
Sincee we are only interested in what happens inside the star and the crust, and not 
inn what happens in the atmosphere, we model a smaller volume than was modelled 
inn our previous study the computational box is a cube of side 2.2Rif. as opposed 
too the 4.5/?*  used in the previous study and in the runs described in Sect. 4.3.1. 

Too the code which we have used previously we just need to add the solid crust. 
Wee model this as a zone between two radii in which the velocity field is held at zero 
(betweenn r = 0.86/i+ and r = 1.07/?*  where ƒ?*  is the radius of the star) and in 
whichh the magnetic field is held constant. 

4.4.11 Visualisin g and understandin g th e result s 

Wee are wanting to look at the stresses that build up in the solid crust, as these will 
eventuallyy cause the crust to crack. In a real star with an infinitely conducting crust 
andd a diffusive fluid interior, we would expect to see a discontinuity in the field at 
thee lower boundary of the crust, and a current sheet. In a more realistic crust of 
highh but finite conductivity, the field lines would bend within a thin layer at the 
bottomm of the crust, without any discontinuity in the magnetic field. The Lorentz 
forcee created by the change in the field will act on the crust in this thin layer. This 
iss illustrated in Fig. 4.6. 

Att the upper boundary we would not expect to see any significant discontinuity 
sincee the field outside is essentially a potential field and will consequently remain 
constantt after the crust has formed. 

Ann MHD code of the type used here cannot model surface currents, yet we are 
tryingg to model a crust of infinite conductivity, in which the magnetic field is held 
constant.. In order to look at the stress acting on the crust, therefore, we need to 
integratee the Lorentz force over a layer of at least a few grid spacings either side of 
thee lower boundary of the crust. But what kind of Lorentz force are we interested 
in? ? 

Att the moment when the crust freezes, there will already be a non-zero Lorentz 
force.. If we express this force as the divergence of a scalar plus the curl of a vector, 
thee former will already be balanced by pressure (buoyancy) forces. The latter will 
givee rise to fluid currents which will then have the effect of reducing the driving 
forcee itself - we can therefore expect this component of the force to be small at the 
momentt when the crust freezes. To look at the stresses on the crust, therefore, we 
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Figuree 4.6: Diagram showing the movement of field lines. On the left, the held lines at the 
momentt that the crust freezes. In the middle, after the field in the interior of the star has 
changed,, the perfectly conducting crust carries a surface current where the Lorentz forces 
act.. On the right, the crust is not perfectly conducting, having magnetic diffusivity r]  and 
contains,, after time t. a thin conducting layer (of thickness of order \f~tï)). 

needd to subtract from the Lorentz force that which was present at the moment of 
freezing. . 

Iff  the field is of order 1015 gauss, a typical length scale C is 1 km and the crust 
hass a density of 101 4gcm- 3 then the Lorentz force per unit mass will be around 
BB22/4ivCp/4ivCp ~ 108cms- 2. The force of gravity per unit mass will be GM/R2 « 
2xx 10 cms , which is balanced by pressure. The vertical component of the Lorentz 
forcee can therefore be balanced by the change in gravitational force brought about 
byy a vertical displacement of just 0.3 cm. 

Wee feel it is safe to assume that the crust is flexible enough to accommodate 
verticall  movements of this size without cracking. The vertical component of the 
Lorentzz force, therefore, is not of any great interest to us. Of the remaining Lorentz 
force,, that is. the horizontal component minus that at the moment of crust formation, 
itt is only the part which can be expressed as the curl of a vector normal to the surface 
whichh interests us. as the other part can be supported by pressure forces. This is 
thee part of the Lorentz force given by 

11 d{DzDx) FFrr = and 
4TTT OZ 

FFVV = LmM. ,4.2, 
4TTT OZ 

Thiss is then integrated over a zone from r = 0.797?, to r = 0.93/?» (the inner 
boundaryy of the crust is at r = 0.86/?*). and can be plotted as arrows on a 2-D 
projectionn of the star. The projection used is that where longitude forms the x-axis 
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4.44.4 Evolution of a stable twisted torus field in a neutron star with a solid crust 

Figuree 4.7: The radial compo-
nentt B, of the magnetic field on 
thee surface of the star, projected 
ontoo two dimensions. Light rep-
resentss positive B,. dark repre-
sentss negative B,, and the black 
linee shows the location of Br = 
Ü. . 

00  3 0 6 0 9 0 12 0 15 0 '8 C 21 0 21 0 27 0 30 0 33 0 36 0 

Figuree 4.8: The modulus of 
thee magnetic field. |Bj. on the 
surfacee of the star, projected 
ontoo two dimensions. Light 
representss the regions of strong 
fieldfield and dark represents regions 
off  weak field. 

00  3 0 6 0 9 0 12 0 15 0 18 0 21 0 24 0 27 0 30 0 33 C 36 0 

andd lat i tude forms the y-axis; to do this an axis is of course required we use the 
dipolee axis of the radial component Dr of the field on the surface. 

I tt is also useful to calculate an average Lorentz stress over the whole of the crust. 
too see how it changes with t ime. This is done by simply taking a root-mean-square 
off  the component described above. 

4.4.22 Result 

Thee evolution of the field inside a star with a solid crust was modelled at a resolution 
off  96J. producing a crust 9 grid spacings thick. The code runs for a t ime (around 10 
Alfvénn crossing times) before crashing, as the stresses become too large. This does 
nott matter to us. since we are only interested in looking at the buildup of stresses 
andd not in the cracking process itself. 

Thee initial conditions for the run are taken from the output from an earlier run in 
whichh an initial random field configuration evolved into a twisted torus (see Chapter 
3).. The radial component of the field on the surface is shown in Fig. 4.7. It can 
bee seen that the field is chiefly dipole in nature. Fig. 4.8 shows the modulus of the 
field,field, which is strongest just above the magnetic equator the dipole field is slightlv 
offsett from the centre of the star. 

Wee can also plot the initial magnetic field using IRIS Explorer, which allows us 
too trace the field lines see Figs. 4.9 and 4.10. The twisted torus shape is clearly 
visible. . 
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ChapterChapter 4 Evolution of the magnetic Held in magnetars 

Figuree 4.9: Projection of the field lines at the beginning of the run, i.e. as the crust forms. 
AA transparent sphere representing the surface of the star is also plotted. 

F iguree 4.10: As Fig. 4.9. but viewed from above. 
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4.44.4 Evolution of a stable twisted torus field in a neutron star with a solid crust 
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Figuree 4.11: Root-mean-square stress as a function of time. The unit used is the mean 
magneticc pressure B~/STT in the stellar interior at t = 0. 

Inn Fig. 4.11 is plotted the rms stress per unit area as a function of t ime. I t can 
clearlyy be seen that the stress increases before reaching a point at which the code is 
unablee to continue. 

Fig.. 4.12 is a 2-D projection of the stress (as described in the previous section) at 
fourr times after the freezing of the crust at t = 0, at roughly equal intervals. I t can 
bee seen that there are lines separating areas with their Lorentz stress in opposite 
directionss (these show up as black lines between the bright areas on the right-hand-
sidee of Fig. 4.12; they are mainly present in the equatorial zone). It is presumably 
alongg these lines that the fault lines wil l appear. There are also patterns where the 
Lorentzz force is exerting a torque on a part of the the crust: this is visible mainly in 
thee polar regions. 
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Figuree 4.12: Maps 
off  stress in the 
solidd crust, at four 
roughlyy equal tem-
porall  intervals: 
tt = 5.3,10.4,15.6,20.7 
Alfv'énn crossing-times 
respectivelyy from top 
too bottom. On the 
leftt hand side, maps 
showingg the direction 
andd strength of the 
Lorentzz stress and 
onn the right hand 
sidee (on the opposite 
page),, maps showing 
thee magnitude of the 
Lorentzz stress. 
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i .. I Evolution of a stable twisted torus field in a nejitron star with a .solid crust 
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ChapterChapter 4 Evolution of the magnetic field in magnctars 

4.55 Application : scenari o for magneta r evolutio n 

Thee results of this study lead logically to a model for magnetar evolution. First, 
wee require the crust to have a much higher electrical conductivity than the interior, 
soo the field is 'frozen' into the crust while the field continues to evolve in the fluid 
interior.. The magnetic diffusivity n of' the interior has to be such that the timescale 
off  the field's evolution, C2/q (where £ is a typical length scale), is of the order of 104 

years,, the observed lifetime of these objects. The second requirement of the model 
iss that the star contains a stable field at the moment when the crust starts to form, 
off  the order of 1015 gauss. 

Thee hypothesis then is that this stable field in the fluid interior evolves under 
thee influence of diffusion, while the field in the crust is held relatively constant by 
higherr conductivity. This causes stress to build up in the lower part of the crust, 
whichh at some point becomes strong enough to cause fractures to appear, and energy 
iss released by two mechanisms. In the movement of the crust, magnetic energy is 
convertedd to kinetic energy and then to heat. In the atmosphere, the movement of 
differentt parts of the crust causes the field lines to become twisted, giving rise to 
largee currents in the tenuous medium. This results in Ohmic heating and eventual 
relaxationn back to a potential field. 

4.66 Summar y 

Wee have studied the release of magnetic energy in a strongly magnetised neutron 
star,, with a view to finding an explanation for the high luminosity of the soft gamma 
repeaterss and anomalous X-ray pulsars. These objects are observed to release energy 
overr a timescale of around 104 years, much greater than the Alfvén timescale (the 
timee taken for an Alfvén wave to travel across the star, 0.1 s) on which an unstable 
fieldfield evolves. This leads us to the conclusion that the magnetic field must go through 
aa sequence of quasi-static, stable equilibria, possibly occasionally punctuated by 
instability.. A central question is thus what this stable magnetic equilibrium looks 
likee and how it can form. 

Byy following the decay of arbitrary initial field configurations with 3D magneto-
hydrodynamicc simulations we have shown in Chapter 3 that a stable configuration 
existss in the form of a torus of linked poloidal-toroidal field. [That stable field config-
urationss of linked poloidal-toroidal type could exist was first proposed by Prendergast 
(1956)) but had never been proven.] In all cases, the field either reaches this torus 
field,field, or it decays to nothing; no other end-states were found. Whether the field 
evolvess into the stable torus shape was found to depend on how concentrated the 
fieldd is in the centre of the star. A field concentrated in the stellar core can reach 
thee torus configuration, whilst a field whose energy distribution extends to greater 
radiii  and into the atmosphere usually decays to nothing. 

Thiss result can be understood in terms of helicity conservation. In the absence of 
reconnection,, helicity is a conserved quantity, so that an arbitrary field will evolve 
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4.64.6 Summary 

too the lowest energy state with the same helicity. This appears to be the linked 
poloidal-toroidall  torus. If the initial field is buried less deeply in the star and has 
tooo strong a contact with the atmosphere, an environment where reconnection cannot 
bee ignored, helicity conservation is no longer valid and both the helicity and field 
energyy can decay to zero. 

AA configuration considered before in connection with the stability of magnetic fields 
inn neutron stars is the Flowers-Ruderman field: a uniform held inside matching to 
aa pure dipole outside the star. This field has zero helicity, hence we should expect 
itt to decay indefinitely, on an Alfvéii time-scale, since the initial state cannot evolve 
intoo a torus field with non-zero helicity. It can also be explained by a symmetry 
consideration:: any torus must have an axis, which can only be parallel to the original 
axis;; the toroidal component must then go around this axis in one direction or the 
other,, but there is no way to decide which direction, so the held has no option but to 
decayy to nothing. However, this argument does not entirely rule out the existence of 
stablee fields with zero helicity as end states of unstable evolution. For instance two 
torii  on top of each other, with opposite 'handedness'. It appears from our results 
thatt if such a state exists, it is difficult to reach. 

Wee have studied the slow evolution of this stable configuration in the diffusive 
interiorr of a neutron star, underneath a solid and perfectly-conducting crust. As 
thee field changes under the influence of diffusion, stress develops in the crust. We 
findfind that this stress is dominated by patterns that would cause strong rotational 
displacementss on the neutron star surface when released, consistent with the model 
off  SGR outbursts developed by Thompson k Duncan (1995, 2001). 
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